The authors describe a methodology for helping computational biologists diagnose discrepancies they encounter between experimental data and the predictions of scientific models. The authors call these discrepancies data-model conflicts. They have built a prototype system to help scientists resolve these conflicts in a more systematic, evidence-based manner.
Computational tools are critical for helping scientists build models from large volumes of biological data. Models built using computational tools include threedimensional molecular models, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] statistically derived models of molecular binding sites, 7 models for classifying proteins based on structure, 8, 9 and models for classifying proteins based on sequence. [9] [10] [11] [12] These models typically are constructed by stringing together the results of several computations and are evaluated on the basis of how well their predictions match new experimental observations.
In the course of testing these models, scientists encounter data-model conflicts-disagreements between experimental data and the predictions of a model. Understanding the causes of these conflicts is important for building better models and, ultimately, for scientific discovery, 13 yet no general-purpose methodology exists for addressing the wide range of data-model conflicts that can occur in computational biology. Some work has been done to systematize records of experimental procedures in large computational laboratories, 14, 15 while other approaches have focused on troubleshooting specialized computational processes. 16, 17 Our method aims to help scientists diagnose a broader array of data-model conflicts encountered in biological computation. Our system utilizes metadata-information about the data, model, instruments, researchers, and algorithms involved at each step of a computational process-to provide a context for diagnosing conflicting computational results.
Unfortunately, recording such metadata can be difficult, given the distributed nature of biological data and computational tools. Increasingly, computational biologists are separated from the original context in which the data, models, and tools they use are generated. We call this the contextual rift. Computational biologists now access large databases of data collected from thousands of scientists, while many analytic tools can either be downloaded or directly accessed on the Internet. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The contextual rift can result in researchers' overlooking diagnostically important metadata and being unable to find the metadata they need for troubleshooting a computational result.
In this paper we show that an automated diagnostic system can be built that uses metadata about a given data-model conflict to identify the steps in the computational process most likely to be responsible for a given conflict. Our methodology includes a systematic way to define and collect metadata about a computational process as well as a mechanism for using that metadata to support automated diagnosis of conflicts.
In this paper, we present a prototype system that implements the main features of our methodology and allows us to test the feasibility of approaching datamodel conflicts in a manner that is more systematic than has been previously possible.
Evaluating Computed Models of the 30S Ribosomal Subunit: An Example
The ribosome structure problem helps to illustrate how metadata can be used diagnostically. A large biological complex composed of a large RNA molecule and 21 proteins, the 30S ribosomal subunit is a cellular component of wide biological and medical interest. 6 Several research groups have used different (but overlapping) sets of experimental data to compute threedimensional structural models of the 30S ribosomal subunit based on experimentally derived distance data. 2, [4] [5] [6] In the course of refining and evaluating these models, data-model conflicts arise. Figure 1 shows an example in which an experimental datum suggests that the distance between two of the atoms is smaller than the distance predicted by the model. This conflict represents an important decision point for the model builder. Revising the model on the basis of erroneous data results in a model less accurate than the original. On the other hand, ignoring valid data results in a model that is limited or incomplete in its explanatory power. Clearly, understanding why a data-model conflict has occurred is crucial to making an informed modeling decision, yet we often lack systematic methods for resolving these conflicts.
Better understanding of the computational process and the metadata surrounding that process gives insight into the data-model conflict at hand. Evaluation of experimental data in the context of a computed ribosomal model is a multistep process that involves successive manipulations of the original data, culminating in comparison of the data with the predictions of a model. Take, for example, a paper reporting the results of a biochemical experiment showing that a particular RNA component is strongly protected from attack by chemical probes because of its proximity to a large blocking, or ''protecting,'' ribosomal protein. 28 To evaluate how well this structural datum matches a computed model of the 30S ribosomal subunit, this textual information must first be transcribed to an electronic format. Next, the phrase ''strongly protected'' must be translated into a range of physical distances (in angstroms) between the protein and the RNA base. Finally, this translated (or interpreted) da- tum is compared with the distance computed between the corresponding molecules in the model. In this process, a data-model conflict could arise from a transcription error, an inappropriate interpretation of distance data, an incorrect computation of distance, or a poor evaluation metric. Metadata about the datamodel evaluation process can help us identify which of these steps is most likely to be problematic. For example, more experienced scientists are less likely to incorrectly interpret the data, whereas scientists with less experience might be expected to make more interpretation errors. Correlations found between metadata features and data-model evaluation outcomes can also be used as diagnostic evidence. For example, we may find that a particular experimental technique is consistently correlated with data-model conflicts.
In the following sections, we formalize the diagnostic process by describing methods for systematically defining, acquiring, and using metadata about a datamodel conflict for diagnosis; and implementing and integrating these methods in the GRENDEL system. The output of the GRENDEL system is a list of the most likely causes of a given data-model conflict. GRENDEL achieves this diagnosis by:
Ⅲ Explicitly modeling the computational process that gives rise to the data-model conflict Ⅲ Using the process model to dynamically generate a diagnostic Bayesian belief network Ⅲ Using the process model to direct the acquisition of diagnostically relevant metadata Ⅲ Instantiating the diagnostic belief network using evidence generated from the acquired metadata Ⅲ Performing inference on the diagnostic belief network to generate a list of possible diagnoses
Decomposition of Computational Processes
The experimental process in computational biology can be conceptualized as a series of data transformations and manipulations. Although no specific methodology exists for representing processes in computational biology, there is an extensive literature on the representation of similar ''information flow'' processes. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] In particular, we draw on previous work on data flow diagrams and the process interchange format (PIF) to create a representation capable of representing processes in computational biology (although extensible to other computational processes). 30, 32, 33 In the process representation we have developed, there are three different process components-objects, operators, and states. Objects represent the data or models used for computation. Manipulations of objects are carried out by operators, while intermediate data storage are called states. Our method further breaks down these categories to specify the kinds of data objects, operators, and states involved in computational processes. We use a framebased knowledge representation system to provide a flexible framework for defining and representing knowledge about these different process components. [35] [36] [37] By building an ontology of process components, we can provide an extensible ''library'' of components that can be linked together to form a process description. At the root of the process components ontology is the concept of a process entity; its immediate children are objects, operators, and states. We next discuss each of these subclasses in more detail.
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Ontology of Operators
At the highest level of abstraction, we have identified four classes of operators-filters, transcriptions, transformations, and combinations. Each of these high-level classes can be broken down into more specific subclasses (Figure 2, top) .
Filter operations involve the selection of data from a larger body of data using specified criteria. Filter operations have two major subclasses-selection and search operators. Search operators involve automated selection of the data through user-specified search criteria. Selection operators involve selection of the data through criteria that are not available to the system. We can further define subclasses for even more specific tasks. For example, BLAST searches are a subclass of the search operator specific to using the BLAST search engine of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) to search a biologic sequence database for similar sequences. 25 BLAST searches can be further divided into basic BLAST searches and advanced BLAST searches, based on the version of the search tool used. There are hundreds of such tools and algorithms commonly used by scientists, and we have not enumerated all of them in our present system but have provided the higher-level ontology for classifying them.
Combination operations take data from different sources and create their union. Representation of this type of operation is useful, because problems are often encountered when multiple data sources are combined. The JOIN operation in a database query language is an example of a combination operator.
Transcription operations involve the duplication of data from one format (state) to another. Transferring data from a database to an ASCII file or data structure is an example of a transcription. Transcription operators are often overlooked during troubleshooting of computational processes but are an important source of human and computer error. 38 Transformation operations alter the input data to produce some output. Transformations are a very large class of operators, and many computational tools fall into this category. Transformations range from simple calculation of variance in a sample population to calculating the distance between two molecules and computing ribosomal models from experimental data. We define two subclasses of transformations-functional transformations and synthetic transformations.
A functional transformation operator takes a datum as input and generates an output that is some function of the original input. These transformations preserve the one-to-one correspondence between the input and the output data. In contrast, a synthetic transformation operator generates outputs that have no one-to-one correspondence with the input data. Classification operators (a subclass of functional transformation operators) place an input datum into one of several categories. Interpretation operators (a subclass of functional transformation operators) represent subjectively determined functional mappings. Together, these high-level classes of operators cover many of the operators common in computational processes, although it is possible to elaborate more specific subclasses or change the taxonomy.
Ontology of States
Data states are the different formats and media in which data can be stored (Figure 2 , bottom). We focus on the storage states that are germane to computational processes. There are three major classes of states-textual, structured, and graphic states. 
Ontology of Objects
Objects represent the information being manipulated in a computational process. There are two major subclasses of objects-data and models. Although there are many subclasses of data, we focus on one subclass within the scope of this work-experimental data. As for models, we deal with one subclass-computational models.
Each of these classes will have subclasses specific to the problem domain. For instance, for the ribosomal problem, under experimental data, we have defined a class of ribosomal structural data, which in turn has a subclass called cross-linking data. Similarly, under computational models, we have defined a problem-specific class called ribosomal models. We do not claim to have exhaustively enumerated the types of data and models that exist. This ontology must be augmented with concepts specific to the problem domain being addressed.
Building Process Representations from Process Components
The process components ontology defines the ''building blocks'' for representing computational processes. These components can be linked together to form abstract decompositions of the computational processes underlying data-model conflicts. There are five basic elements in the process descriptions-objects, operators, states, source arcs, and flow arcs. Figure 3 summarizes these basic components and the rules that govern how they are constructed.
We have applied this method to representing the data-model evaluation process in the RiboWEB system. The RiboWEB system provides computational tools for evaluating ribosomal experimental data against published ribosomal model information. 20, 39 On the basis of user selection of an experimental datum, a numeric interpretation of that datum, and a three-dimensional structural model, RiboWEB calculates the difference between the interpreted datum and the distance actually calculated between the corresponding pair of molecules in the model. The user then determines whether the discrepancy is large enough to classify the result as a data-model conflict. Figure 3 shows how this computational process can be represented using our proposed process representation.
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Definition and Collection of Diagnostically Relevant Metadata
Efforts in other domains suggest that the definition and collection of metadata must be closely tied to the intended application. Several groups have looked at collecting metadata to support computing environments at large laboratories for data archiving and retrieval. 14, 15, 40 The Dublin Core group has defined a core set of metadata features to help describe networked resources, thus enhancing their search and retrieval. 41, 42 Metadata tags have been added to Webbased documents using XML. 43 To facilitate comparison among different data sources, the U.S. National Geological Survey's Biological Resources Division has spearheaded the National Biological Metadata Standard. 44 Metadata have also been used to help identify errors in the computational analysis of the data in social science databases. 45 We use the diagnostic task to focus the definition and acquisition of relevant metadata. For each process component, we define a set of metadata features that are relevant to determining whether that component is likely to be the source of the data-model conflict. The metadata features relevant to diagnosing a given data-model conflict can be defined as the sum of all metadata features relevant to diagnosing individual process components.
By enumerating metadata features for process components, rather than processes as a whole, we can build lists of diagnostically relevant metadata that are specific for a particular data-model conflict and we can ease the task of instantiating important metadata features. Nonetheless, enumerating diagnostically relevant metadata for each process component is a laborintensive task. Some metadata features may be relevant to more than one process component.
The process components ontology provides a natural framework in which to represent metadata features for the different process components. For any given process component, metadata properties are inherited from its ancestors in the ontology. Table 1 describes the metadata features for a basic BLAST search as defined in the process ontology.
Using the process description for a given computational process and the process ontology populated with metadata features, we can construct a list of diagnostically relevant metadata features for a given data-model conflict. We call this list a metavector. This template is generic for data-model evaluations done using the same computational process and thus must be defined only once and then filled in for each specific instance of a data-model comparison. To construct the metavector, we look up the metadata features associated with each component in the process decomposition and collect them in a list. Instantiated metavectors consist of metadata feature-value pairs. In principle, much of the metadata can be acquired automatically from the computational components used. Currently, however, users enter some of this information manually using a simple acquisition tool ( Figure 5 ). The next section describes how we use a Bayesian framework to build a diagnostic system that reasons using metadata.
Construction of a Bayesian Framework for Diagnosis
We use Bayesian belief networks to support automated diagnosis using evidence generated from process metadata. A Bayesian belief network is a graphic representation of probabilistic dependencies between evidence and conclusions. 46 In the data-model conflict diagnosis problem, belief networks have specific advantages over rule-based and machine learning methods because they represent uncertainties in relationships between metadata evidence and possible diagnoses; have a mathematically sound basis in probability theory; provide an expressive, intuitive graphic representation; make independence assumptions explicit; and use statistical information directly as knowledge. [47] [48] [49] Each diagnostic belief network produced by the GRENDEL system consists of two node types-evidence nodes representing metadata features and problem nodes representing causes of data-model conflicts. The dependencies between evidence nodes and problem nodes are represented by arcs pointing in the direction of causality. This is similar to the two-level belief network topology used in some automated medical diagnostic systems. 46 On the basis of the process description for a given data-model conflict, we generate one problem node corresponding to each component in the process. Figure 6 shows how these nodes are created. Associated with each of these nodes is a prior probability of a problem occurring in that step of the process. These probabilities can come from statistical analysis of previous experience or be subjective probability estimates.
Similarly, for each metadata feature in the metavector, we create one evidence node ( Figure 6 ). Arcs connect each problem node with evidence nodes relevant to its diagnosis. For each evidence node, a conditional probability table is specified on the basis of the prob- Fasta, AccensionOrGi Parameter that must be set for a basic BLAST search Possible correlation with outcome *A basic BLAST search is a common operation performed by computational biologists when searching for a specific DNA sequence. The first column shows the complete list of metadata features for a basic BLAST search. This list is the union of all the metadata features of its ancestors. The second column identifies the ancestors of the basic BLAST search operator (in the process components ontology) from which the metadata features were inherited. Some of the metadata properties listed in the table are considered correlative features. The correlations found between those features and the occurrence of data-model conflicts can be used as diagnostic evidence.
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ability of the observed metadata feature given the causes of data-model conflicts it is conditioned on. These conditional probabilities are either statically generated by a domain expert or dynamically generated on the basis of correlations found between the metadata features and the outcomes of the corresponding data-model evaluations, as described in the following section.
Static and Dynamic Conditionals
Static conditionals are based on heuristic rules acquired from experts. These rules are created and enumerated by experts with experience diagnosing datamodel conflicts. In general, these rules have a very simple form: F i g u r e 6 Dynamic generation of a diagnostic belief network specific for a data-model conflict. Problem nodes are generated from a process decomposition, while evidence nodes are generated using a metavector. The metavector itself is generated from appending together the metadata features for all process components in the process decomposition. The conditional probabilities are added on the basis of statically and dynamically derived evidence, as discussed in the text.
by guest on January 13, 2016 http://jamia.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from F i g u r e 7 Dynamic generation of evidence by finding correlations between metadata values and evaluation outcome over many data-model evaluations. It is important to collect metadata for all data-model evaluations done, regardless of outcome. This example shows a possible correlation between the type of experiment used to derive the primary data and the occurrence of data-model conflicts, suggesting that experimental mutation methods may be problematic. Both positive and inverse correlations can be used as evidence for updating beliefs about which process components may be contributing to the data-model conflict.
Enumerating these rules is a labor-intensive task. We have built an initial set of 23 heuristics based on our own experiences diagnosing data-model conflicts. These rules, conditioned on metadata feature-value pairs, provide one line of evidence for identifying the cause of a conflict.
Whereas static conditionals represent compiled knowledge about the association between metadata and the possible causes of data-model conflicts, our system can also learn such associations by examining the results of many training runs and inferring new associations. Such conditional dependencies are ''dynamic'' in the sense that they may be recognized by the system in the context of a particular data set. These rules may subsequently be added to the rule set if they have sufficient generality. We use simple tests of correlation (chi squared) to infer dynamic rules, as illustrated in Figure 7 .
Estimating Prior Probabilities and Solving Diagnostic Problems
We instantiate the belief network evidence nodes with the metadata values we have acquired and then run an inference algorithm to generate posterior probabilities of error for each of the problem nodes. The nodes with the highest probabilities of error represent the most likely causes of the data-model conflict being diagnosed (as shown in Figure 9 ).
Our belief network formalism is based on several assumptions. First, we assume that evidence is conditionally independent. In addition, given that we have broken down the data-model evaluation task into independently functioning components, we assume that problems are independent. Finally, we assume that the evidence can be generated independently by multiple problems. We model this causal independence assumption using a noisy-OR gate. 46, 50 Because no prior systematic attempt has been made to collect quantitative data about the probabilities of different errors in the processes we model, we use subjective estimates based on our experience troubleshooting data-model conflicts. Our formal evaluation of this system will involve testing the sensitivity of our system to these estimates. We expect that as our system is used to systematically record metadata about many data-model conflicts, we will be able to empirically derive these probabilities.
Implementation and Experimental Results
We have implemented our methodology in the GREN-DEL system. Figure 8 describes each component of the system. We describe here the results of applying GRENDEL to diagnosing data-model conflicts arising from modeling of the 30S ribosomal subunit.
F i g u r e 8 GRENDEL system architecture. Unless otherwise noted, these components are implemented in Allegro LISP 3.0 for PC/Windows. Starting with a process decomposition and a data-model conflict, the system gathers data to diagnose the likely cause of the conflict. The process knowledge base (process KB) stores metadata features, prior probability of error, and component-specific, metadata-dependent diagnostic rules for each process component class defined in the knowledge base. The process decomposition tool allows construction of process descriptions from the components defined in the knowledge base. The metavector generator takes the process decomposition and the metadata features defined in the process KB as input and outputs the corresponding metavector. The metadata acquisition tool takes a metavector as input and queries the user for values for each of the features in the metavector. The result is an instantiated metavector that contains the metadata needed to diagnose a data-model conflict. The diagnostic belief network generator takes the process description for a data-model conflict as input and outputs a file that specifies the belief network topology. The evidence generator generates a file with the instantiations of the evidence nodes needed for diagnostic inference. The belief network inference engine we used is MSBN, a belief network builder and inference tool publicly available for the PC from Microsoft. 54 The diagnostic belief network generator and the evidence generator both provide input files for the MSBN tool. The MSBN tool makes it possible to visualize the belief network (that was generated by the belief network generator), instantiate it with evidence (that was generated by the evidence generator), and do diagnostic inference on the belief network given the evidence. The output is a bar graph showing the probability of error for each problem node in the diagnostic belief network. 
Decomposition of the Ribosomal Data-Model Evaluation Process Using GRENDEL
Using the process decomposition tool, we represented the process of doing a data-model evaluation in the RiboWEB system, as described earlier, using the domain-independent process components that were already part of the process components knowledge base (process KB). For each step in the computational process, we chose the most specific component in the process KB that described the RiboWEB component we wanted to represent. For example, one step in the data-model comparison process requires the users to choose the datum they want from a knowledge base of ribosomal structural data. To represent this step in the process, we chose the selection operator from the process KB. This was the most specific component in the KB applicable to the process step at hand. We also could have chosen to represent this step as a filter operation, which is more general than the selection operation.
The problem with choosing a more general abstraction of a particular process step is that we lose the more specific metadata features. Alternatively, we could have chosen to populate the ontology with components that are more domain specific, thus giving us the ability to specify other unique metadata properties relevant to diagnosing a particular process step. For example, we could have added a child to the selection operator called selectfromKB, which has metadata features specific to the task of choosing information from a knowledge base. The decomposition of the ribosomal data-model evaluation process was shown graphically in Figure 3 .
Acquisition of Diagnostically Relevant Metadata Using GRENDEL
Using this process decomposition and the metadata features defined in the process KB as input, the metavector generator automatically produced a metavector with 153 diagnostically relevant metadata features specific to data-model evaluations done using the RiboWEB system. This metavector was used as input to the metadata acquisition tool (Figure 5 ), which was used to acquire metadata about the ribosomal datamodel evaluation process as each computational step was being carried out.
Generation of a ''Custom-fit'' Belief Network
On the basis of process decomposition and the instantiated metavector, the diagnostic belief network generator automatically created a description of the nodes in the belief network, the dependencies between these nodes, and the evidence used to instantiate these nodes. This description was used as input to the MSBN belief network tool, which did inference on the belief network to generate updated probabilities for each of the problem nodes.
Diagnostic Results Using Only Static Conditionals in the Belief Network
We first tested GRENDEL's diagnostic capability using statically generated conditionals (based on expert generated heuristics) alone. On the basis of the process model shown in Figure 3 , GRENDEL automatically generated a diagnostic belief network and a tool for acquiring metadata evidence about the process. We simulated two problem scenarios by entering metadata appropriate to these scenarios during the metadata acquisition phase. First, we simulated the experience of users relatively inexperienced in the data translation step, where users either choose a default set of interpretations provided by the RiboWEB system or modify the default interpretations on the basis of their experience. Recall that these ''interpretations'' map qualitative data describing RNA and protein proximity to a set of numeric distance constraints. Using the statically defined rules, the diagnostic belief network is able to identify potentially problematic steps in the data-model evaluation process in different problem scenarios. In particular, on the basis of metadata about the extent of users' previous experience doing data interpretations, the alteration of the default set of data interpretations, and the scientific basis for the new data interpretations, GRENDEL was able to single out the data interpretation step as the step most likely to be problematic using the set of statically defined conditional probabilities represented in the diagnostic belief network (and stored in the GRENDEL knowledge base). Figure 9 shows the change in the probabilities for each of the problem nodes, given the metadata evidence for this scenario. In the second scenario, also summarized in Figure 9 , GRENDEL diagnoses conflicts that may arise when using data from a non-peer-reviewed data source.
Testing the Ability to Find Correlations between Metadata Values and Outcome
To demonstrate the feasibility of dynamically generating conditionals (rules based on empirical evidence), we looked for correlations between metadata values and evaluation outcomes over a large set of instantiated metavectors. To perform this test, we first collected 153 metadata values for each of 1,973 separate ribosomal data-model evaluations done using the RiboWEB system. In these evaluations, different sets F i g u r e 9 Testing GRENDEL's response to static rules. a, Diagnostic belief network generated for diagnosing ribosomal data-model conflicts. b, Probabilities of error for each step in the process prior to the introduction of static evidence. c, Updated probabilities of error after simulated interpretation error (metadata values: defaultparameters changed=yes, userexperience=verylittle, interpretationbasis=personalexperience). The interpretation step is correctly singled out as the step most likely to be problematic. Notice that most of the prior probabilities remain unchanged because they are unaffected by the metadata we introduced. d, Updated probabilities of error after simulated journal article error (metadata values: peerreviewed=no, journalquality=poor). Based on the new metadata evidence, the same belief network now identifies the journal article reporting the data as a potential source of error. ← F i g u r e 10 Correlations found using a chi-squared algorithm. See text for detailed explanation of each result. The parameters for each correlation can be interpreted as follows. Process step: the identification of the step in the evaluation process. Class: the class of the process step (as defined in the process components ontology). Metadata feature: the name of the metadata feature. Metadata value: the value of the metadata feature in the reference vector. This is the value that is correlated with evaluation outcome. Chi-squared statistic: The statistic calculated over all 1,973 metavectors. Cutoff for 0.01 significance: the cutoff value for a significance level of P = 0.01 and df = 1. Cramer V: the statistic that measures the strength of the association. The closer this statistic is to 1, the stronger the association. of data were compared against different models using different sets of parameters. The resulting group of 1,973 instantiated metavectors contained both positive data-model evaluation results (i.e., data-model evaluations that resulted in no conflict being found) and negative results (i.e., data-model evaluations where a conflict was found). For each metadata value in this reference metavector, we used the chi-squared test to determine whether the value for that feature was significantly associated with positive or negative evaluation results (i.e., conflict or no conflict) over all 1,973 instantiated metavectors.
The results of the analysis showed that, of the 153 metadata values of the reference metavector, five were significantly correlated with computational outcome (i.e., conflict or no conflict). Figure 10 shows these five results. Each of these five correlations points to a possible diagnosis of the reference metavector. (In these examples, we have replaced the actual names of researchers and algorithms with pseudonyms.). (Figure 10a) . The chi-squared statistic indicates that of the 1,973 data-model evaluations, the number of instances in which the author of the ribosomal data was author A and the outcome of the evaluation was a conflict was greater than would be expected by chance (P = 0.01). The Cramer V statistic indicates that the strength of this relationship, however, by guest on January 13, 2016
Ⅲ Data published by ''author A'' may be problematic
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Ⅲ The default data interpretation may be problematic (Figure 10b) . In the RiboWEB system, many different sets of data interpretations are available to the user, but this result indicates that the default set of interpretations is associated with data-model conflicts. This result is not surprising, since the data interpretations can be sensitive to precise interpretations and the default parameter settings are selected as a reasonable average.
Ⅲ ''Algorithm A'' for building ribosomal models may be problematic (Figure 10c ). Based on the Cramer V statistic, the association between the use of algorithm A for building ribosomal models and the occurrence of data-model conflicts is stronger than most of the other metadata associations found.
Ⅲ Models built by ''author B'' may be problematic ( Figure  10d ). In this case, we see that the calculated chisquared statistic is identical to that calculated for algorithm A. This suggests a dependency between the author of the model and the algorithm used to build the model. Indeed, author B always uses algorithm A to build ribosomal models, and no other researchers have used algorithm A to build models, so we have no way of telling whether the problem is with algorithm A or with author B's modeling techniques, without further information. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we need to evaluate models built by author B using an algorithm different from algorithm A and also evaluate models built by others using algorithm A.
This example points out that the system can suggest new lines of experimentation or data gathering that can help the quality (and specificity) of the diagnosis. Since the system assumes that evidence is independent, we should not use the information from this correlation at the same time that we use the information correlating the author with conflicts, since these two observations are highly dependent. We can use measures of correlation, in general, to ensure that redundant information is not introduced dynamically into the system. (Figure 10e ). This result indicates that data that involving RNA bases cross-linked with proteins are correlated with data-model conflicts. This finding could indicate that distance constraints involving proteins are, in general, less precise than base-to-base cross-linking constraints. The Cramer V statistic, however, indicates that this is a weak association and probably of diminished diagnostic importance.
Ⅲ Data involving cross-linking with proteins may be problematic
Notice that the system makes two kinds of inference. The first type of inference concerns the people and algorithms performing the analyses, and the second type of inference finds correlations between certain scientific concepts (e.g., cross-links) and incompatibilities. Both inferences can be useful in debugging unexpected results.
Conclusion
Our methodology has been made possible by two lines of work. First, techniques for structured, semantically rich representations of scientific information now provide the opportunity to use metadata to support automated reasoning about scientific data and models. 19, 20, 51, 52 Second, tools for probabilistic diagnosis have matured and are now available as a component of larger software systems. Together, these technologies produce capabilities for supporting scientific reasoning that has not been possible until now.
Development and testing of GRENDEL continues, as it is the first prototype implementation of our ideas on how to diagnose data-model conflicts. We are encouraged that we have already identified examples of how our system can help computational biologists troubleshoot data-model conflicts that they encounter. In contrast to manual, ad hoc approaches to diagnosing data-model conflicts, we provide a systematic framework for understanding data-model conflicts that result from computational processes. In the short term, our system may allow us to make sense of more than 10,000 pieces of data and multiple proposed models stored in the RiboWEB knowledge base (http://www.smi.stanford.edu/projects/helix/ riboweb.html) and build better models of the 30S ribosomal subunit.
Our system must be evaluated further (in the context of RiboWEB and other domain applications) along several dimensions-accuracy, generalizability, and utility. We can add basic explanation capability to increase the acceptance of diagnostic support by its users. 53 We are also exploring the use of other statistical and machine learning techniques that can find more complex correlations between metadata values and computational outcomes. There are also opportunities for implementing more complex heuristics and rules that can reason using process topology information and local context information. In summary, we have presented a new methodology (and a prototype implementation) for approaching the problem of diagnosing data-model conflicts. Our methodology is designed particularly for data-model conflicts that arise out of multistep processes involving the interaction of people, machines, and instruments. These are certainly characteristics of many computational processes, but they are also characteristics of other problem domains as well-diagnosis of disease, understanding poor clinical laboratory results, and troubleshooting failed biological experiments.
